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head, a man looking across the valleys from any direc-
tion, east, west, north, or south, would be bound to see
its darting heliographic rays. Here was a most practi-
cal explanation of the belief in the "power house" from
which occult emanations or vibrations were sent out to
cast a Satanic spell upon the world.
We entered the vault beneath the tower and there
found the turbah of another of the old devil-worshiping
saints, placed immediately beneath the tower's hollow,
domelike shaft. But otherwise it was empty. I looked
about for the sinister figure who was supposed to sit in
the tower day and night, weaving his potent incantations.
I asked outright the innocently worded question whether
any priest ever came there to pray, and I was thrilled
when our guide answered that the regular priests did not,
but fhat the kolckaks, who I learned later were the fakirs
or miracle workers of the Yezidees, often came to this
turbah and remained in it making magic for many days!
So that part of the fabulous tak was literally true—
though it scarcely followed that, whatever the kolchaks*
belief in their own diabolical powers, their incantations
had been directly responsible for the World War, the
Russian Revolution, or the Wall Street explosion, which
were among the events a certain captain of the British
secret service—since dismissed and shut up in a sanitar-
ium, I am told, because he had become cracked on occult
mysticism and magic—had assured me were directly at-
tributable to the "controlling emanations sent out by the
priests of this infernal cult." He had assured me as well
that, to his personal knowledge, a man had been mur-
dered—at long distance—in the Savoy Hotel in London,
by similar vYezidee priestcraft. I am so constituted as

